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a
It is becoming

:46ficiencies in

ABSTRACT

increasiniry, evident "chat the-re are many

the hierarchical task-analysis approach -to
1 " 4

,;designing instruction, The Elaboration Tpeq

tion "was developed as an alternative that overcomes those

deficiencies. The,Elabora calltion TheOry cal for beginning
0 'S.

the instruction with 'a special kind of ovrview---one that'

epitomizes the instructional content rat der than -(3.pmari.zi

it Then it calls for elaborating on thp,` overviwitt,-a,

') specific way==by adding detail qr complexity. in "laYers"

across the entire breadth of the content, one layer. at a ,

time, until the desired level of detail or comp4.exity..is

.reached.



Search of ft Bett

The Elaboration Theory

r Way to4Organize nstruction:%.

The Elaboration Theory of Instruction is an alternative to
,

the standara wly.of instructioli-baied on a hierar-

hical task.analysis. The hie9rie41 resultsesults

in an instructional sequence that:begins with highly frag-
.

. .

.

meed, ,small plieces Of the subject-matte'r'contenp.. MQ.ny

educators havefound thq fragmentation to be demotivating.
ei

Many educational ,psychologists- hdve found the parts -to- whole

sequence to be incobsistent 1,7.ijkl: much knowlege about how
.

. . Aw .
.

learning occyrs most effectively- - namely schema theory and

4,,
prelecessor,subsuMtion

,
theory. And many instructional

,.

ave founcrthat.i.varning hierarchies represent a
. , ,

.

*.desiane-rs.designers
.

4 , ,,,T.*

vet3i,,inf om lete,-4. is upon 'whic to make *decisions about

sigque-cing instruttionmostly 'because learning hierar-
,

stare pnly one aspect of the structure of subject-matter
^N.

n't. Allthis is rht to deny that learhing..prerequisi
.. N ,

exist nor to negate that they are important--thex.dO exist
,- 1

and t anjaey, are importer this affirMs that learning
kv
-prerequi .es-are not a sufficient basis for oi:gani5ng a

,
.., , ,

whale course: our knowledge must progre,ss
7

beyond theierar
l

4

itSA

Instm'uctiocal design theory is concerned with methods

in ruption. It is helpful to,:concepiplalize two diffe'rent,
.

levels of Methods. for organizin4rinstructiori: micro strategies /,

4

which ar'e methods rfo organizing the instruction on a single
0-
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n 'a single' concepts, pr.incipre-, etc..), such as
. , "

genepelities,.. examples'? Practi'ce, arid' feedback; and; maCrot.
e

strategies rii-ethjas for organizing those aspects
.

'Of ins trU;eit ch to more than ,one' topic, such s

.seqUe4ing .(ordering),isynthqsi.zihg (Integrating) , and surnmar--

izing (previewing, and of the 'topics.--

--for organizing, in8tructi althou
expanded to include such- strategies. (Reigeluth & Merrill, -

deal w0.1 micro, Stiafregies

, can- be- and is- being

s -,1- in preparation) . For -a. -good clescription, of micro strategies,
- , 4.

..see!Merrill's- coRonenItt diiplay theory (Merrif1, Reigeluth,
....,.".'& FaiS,,.'1979;,-. Ilerrifl, Richards, 8Chmidt;. & ,Wooa;1917)

I

.AlSo-,af-t e ,Elaboration Theory. aoe-s not attempt' to deal with
Astrate delivering "instruct on (e;g., .m is .selection

nc5r does, it deal with str-ategVes fok makagingLinstruction.c,'
.

Finally, most, aspedts of strategies for motivating, students
are not inc ed within ,the present dothain,of ttie Elabora
tion :Theory. But .1a11, o these, a. cats of .ifi-structional 'theory.

will be integrated with' the -Elab ration Theory in the for
ble future. The Elaboration Tkeory-4f. In-Strttation

presently deals only with 'mac -. for organizing;:in-
,

e .

-... -- i

''sructi cn (see Figur$ 1.),.. . , ...,

..w- -

Insert Fi gure 1 abot ere '.etiu .
4
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An Analbgy

A good introductibn to the nature of the, Elaboratio
Theory of Instruction'`is an analogy with a zoom len4

r.

V!,

Taking a rook 'at sUbjedt matter "through" the elaboration .,
Theo;y approach to organizing .i-nitruction is similar, in

).tmany respects to looking at picture through a zoom lens;

on a movie camerae

A person starts with a wide-angle view, which allows
,one to see the.major .parts of the picture .and 'the major
relationships among those parts <e.g the composition
or biaancel of- the picture), but withou.tany.",,

The person then zooms- in on part>:Of the piCture.

.0

I ,

Assume

i S.teps or discreye levels. Zooming ont level on a s

.

instead of being continuous, the, ,zoorri'-operates

. .- - ..

giyen part of the picture, allows the per on. to 'Se, the major
.

.-subparts:Of that !part and t e major relationShips among -those°4 -..".,,..-;., .

subperts..'f7cft.ser Ala big= studied :.those subparts and,..thei\
,relanicin

S -1.fie theA3q,SOP- cOuld then zoom-back out tw the

wide-,aq view -L'o re-view'the other parts' of the whole. piEtiare

* and -t-O re-viet..the context of this part the whole -pic- 4?
-

to:. se§.4. the' 'major

context and until
t .leveof detail

ontinues this pattern of' 'zooming in one level

arts of ''a "part and, zooming back "olit:fi-.3r
. -

-the who;,e picture .44s.been seen. at
'

.

Thenith e 4:er-s,oA: 6a.n...l'OTIY6w the ,.
.
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same zoom -in /zoom -out pattern for-the second level of detail,

the third, level, an so on, until the desired level of
2 .

\.

detail is, reached. r
In a similar way the Elaboration Theo y,of Instruction

.0,starts the student with an overview of the ajortrareB of'

6

the subject matter, it elabbrates Oh one of those parts to

elaboration)a certain 'level of detail (the-first le-01 of ,

it reviews the overview and shows the context of that part
;.

.

.within, the overview (a.A expanded overview); it tontinues
,

,

this patternof elaboration /expanded overView for. each part

of the overview until all parts have been eleorated'one

le vel, andA.t folldWs the -.3./kane pattern for further leVels of
I

elaboration. Of coqrse, it must bereMembered-that the

.
zoom -1 s analogy is just an analogy and therefore that it

lhas, n,on-:analogous-, aspects One h dissimilarity is that

(-all the detail of the Kcture is a, tual resent (although.
. .

usually not noticed) in the wide -ante: view, whereas*the.,,

detail is not there all in the overvi of the subject
* - -' -. ( ,

matter. ?
Ili,

The general-to-_detailed organiza prescribed by the
711

.Elabora;ion Theory helps.to.insure that,th learner is always
-

'aware o .the context and importance of th'e different topics

Xhat. are. being taught. It allo4 the leaner.to learn at

the leVel of detail that is most appropriate an,(1.. meagtgful,

to him or at any given state in the. development of one's,c
?

knowledge.. And the learilex never has to struggle through

4.
J
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a series of leatning prerequiites that ar on too-de

a level of detail to be interesting or meaningful at the

initial stages of 'instruction. Very few learning pre- '*

-requisites (ifi'any)exist ak the level of the overviw.

As a) learnef works ong'S way .to deeper levels of detail,
-

increasingly complex prerequisites will need to be intro-

duced. But if they. are only introduced' at the level of

detail at which they are necessary, then there will only be

. .5 -' -

a'few prerequisites at'each level; and the learner Will want

:(
to learn those prerequisites because he or she will see thele

importance. for learni g at the'level'of dltail that now

.interests,him or her.'
,

1.InfottUnately, the zoom lens,approach.has: not been used

.-t
much .in(instriiction, in .siiite -of its_ fundamental simplicity

, t .
,2

-7\
.
..

andintuitive rationale. ,Many textbooks begin with the'"lens"\,,
. ,.

zoomed in to the level of detail deemed appropriate, for the-

intendbd student,population,.and. they proceed--w ieth thellens"

locked on That levAl-of detail--to pan across the,entire sub-
.

ject matter. This has had unfortunate consequences for
,

synthesis, retentlon, and motivation., Many instrucelonal

develo er begin with the lens zoomed all the way in and

proceed in a highly fragmented manner to pan across 4 small

-

part and zoom out a bit on that part, pan across another small
A A

part and zoom out a bit on it, and.so on until .the whole. 4

scene has been covered and to some_limited degree integrated,
""--N

This has algo had Unfortunate consequences for*synthesis,

retention_t_spd motivation. nd some educators have intu,-

%

1v1



itively groped for an elakarration-type approach with no guide--

lines orj to do it. This has resulted in a goad deal less

effectiveness than is possible for maximizing synthesis,

'retention, and motivation..

the major reason for the lack of,utilizatiOn of the

zoom lens app o chin instruction is probably that the hienl-

archical appro was"well-articulated and was a natural

outgrowth of a strong behalabral orientation in educational

psychology. This in effect put "blinders" on most of the few.

people who were working on instructional design strategies

and methodology.

THE ELABORATION,THEOU
/.

The elaboration theory of instructiort states that if

cognitive instruction is organized in a certain specified way,

then that instruction ,will result in bi _learn-
.

gher _learn-
.

-

ring,
synthesis, retention, and affect, all other things being

equal. There is one limitatien to this theory: the smaller

the amount of \interrelated subject-matter content, the less

difference it will make. With a small enough numb r of

topics, it doesn't make any difference how you seque ce them,

whether you!' synthesize them, or whether you summarize them

(as long as there are Rio learning prerequisite relationships

among them): The following is a description of that "bertain

specified way" of orgdnizing instruction, which is called the

Elaboration Kidel of Instruction.
0

The Elaboration Model. of.Instruction starts by present-.

ing knowledge at a very general o simplmfed level--in the31c.

form of a special. kind of ove iew. Then it proceeds to add



g , .1 .
.

:detail or complexity in."layere=acroSs the entire breadth

011f the content.of,the course (br curriculum),. one layer-at

a time, °until the desired level of detail or complexity i

reached. It is important to emphasize that t

Model prescribes a special kind of overview, d'it pre-

scribes a special way in which the elaboration is to occur.

Elaboration

The Epitome
bor

We do not like to use the word "overview" because its

meaning-is very vague--it means different things to different

people. Also, we believe that a certain, specific kind of

overview. is superior to Other kinds. Among other things,

our overview must epitomize the subj7ct matter that is to

be taught, rather than summarizing it, Tetine, we .have

named it the epitome (E-pit -6-m6). An epitime has. two

"critical characteristics" which distinguish it from other

types Lf overviews: (1) it epitomizes the subject matter of

the\coutse (or curriculum) rather th'an summarizing and

(2) it has a single "orientation;' - -it emphasizes a single'

.type of content..

With respect to epitomizing the subjeft matter of the

course (or curriculum), an epitome is formed by "boiling down"

the course content to its essence. It does rapt` preview all

of the course content; rather it presents a fei7 fundamental

-topics that convey the essence of the entireecontent. Those

topics are chosen or derived in such a way that all the

remaining course content provides more detail or more complex

11
10



(-
knowledge about the epitome. Aicmgh anepitotne is, very

. .
general, it is not purely abstract. Since "generari-and

nabstrac0 are often confused, this distinction widb

discussed in greater detail shortly.

With respectto having an c>ientatiOn, theiepitome
AF .

emphasizes any one of three types of content: concepts,

`procedures, °Or principles. .A concept is a set of abjeCts,

events, 'or ideas that have certain characteristics in common.

Knowing oncdtot entails being" able to identify, recognize,

classify, or describe what something is. A procedure is a

set of actionethat are intended to achieve an end. It is

often referred to.as a skill, a technique, or a method..

Knowing a procedure-entails knowing4how to do something.

A principle is'a change relationship--it indicates the.re-
--%

lationship between a change in one thing and a thange in

something else. It describesicauseS or effects by identify7

ingwhat will happen as a result of'a'given change (the ef-

fect) or why something happens (the cause). These three'

different eMphases ate.referred to as a'conCeptual orienta-

tion, a procedural orientation, and a theoretical orientation,

respectively; And the orientation is selected on the basis
o

of the general goals or purpose of the.course (or curriculum).

All three type6 of content may appear in the epitome, but one
,

) ito.

type receives primary emphasis; and the epitome is formed

by epitomizing the orientation content and then introducing

whatever of the other two types of content ate highly relevant.

More will be said about this below.

A



We mentioned above that an epitome is very general but

is not purely abstract. The terms "general" and "abstli4ct" are

often confused. It is helpful to think of three continua:.

(1) general to detailed, (2 simple to, complex, and (3) abstract

to concrete. The first two are very similar to.each other,

but, the third is very different (see Figure 2).

Insert Figure 2 about here

The general-to-detailed.continuum refers primarily to a,,con-

tinuum formed by subdividing .things (concepts or procedures)

or by lumping things (concepts or procedures) together.

"General" has breadth (things lumped together), while "detailed"

is usually narrow (subdivisions). In Figure 2a. "polar bear"

is a more detailed concept, than ''animal.'.'. The simple-to-complex

continuum refers primarily to a continuum formed by adding or

removing things (principles or procedures). "Simple" has few

things, while "complex" has many things. In figure 2b, the pro,-

cedure for subtracting multi-digit'numbers is more complex than

the procedure.for subtracting single-digit numbers. Additional

complexity can be added by introducing sub-procedures for "bor-

rowing' when the top number is smaller than the bottom number.

The abstract -to- concrete continuum refers to tangibility, and

there are two major types of tangibility. First, generalities

are abstract, and instances are usually concrete--the definition

of a tree is abstract, while a specific tree:(an object) is .con-

1s



Animal

Reptile

N

14

Dog

Black

Bear

Bear

Polar

Bear

Insect

Subtract bottom

PO, from top no,

General-to-detailed

continuum

(a)

Grizzly

Bear

!Subtract bottom

no from top no.

Rote: These are just two points

on the continuum, For others,

sce Merrill, P,F, (1978),

Simple-to-complex

continuum

(b)

Generalitiea

1, A rise in the supply of a good

causes a drop in the price of

the/ good in a free market.

2, ,A4dn an instrument that is

used for writing with.ink.

A German finite verb islAaced

at the end, of a subordinate

clause,'

Instances ,

1, The record potato harvest this

fall caused a drop in the

price 'of potatos, +

2, (Teacher holds up a pen and

says to class, This object

is a pen,")*.

3, Er sagt, dab er des nicht

tun will,

+Technically, this is a statement

about the instance and is not the

instance itself,

*Unlike No, 3, the instance is not

actually present here on this page,

Abstract-to-concrete

continuum

(c)

Figure 2, Illustrations of three continua that are often confused,



crettg. This is the most important abstract-to-concrete

continuum for instructional theory. Second, some concepts

are considered abstract because their instances are not

'tangible. "Intelligence" is'a good example of an abstract,

concept. This second abstract -to- concrete continuum is

largely irrelevant for our purposes.

On the basis of these distinctions, an epitome is

always either,very general or very simple--it must be, in

order to epitomize the instructional content , .,But it should

never be ptrely'abstract. According To Merrillls Component

Display Theory, it should contain the folloWing for each

topic it presents: a generality (e.g., the definition of a

concept), some instances of that generality (e.g., examples

of the concept), and some practice for the student in applying

the generality to new instances. An epitome usually contains

about six (plus or minus three) topicsthat is, about six

different generalities, along with their instances and prac-

tice items. These topics may be any combination of concepts,
. ,

procedures, and/or principles.

Figure 3 illustrates the nature of a theoretical epitome

and of a conceptual epitome for an introductory course in

ecomonics, and Figure 4 illustrates the,natureof 'a procedural .

epitome for a course in literature.

Insert Figures 3 and 4 about here

1G
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. . .

/1. The law (principle)of supply and demand.' ,

a.,The principle of what causes changes to occur in thequant
ity demanded and the quantity supplied (price change,$).

b. The principle of why prices change in a free market/:
economy. e i u

2. The ptinciple of why changes. occur in supply 'schedule Or
demand-Schedules.

3. a; The concepts of supply,- supply Schedule, and supply curve.

4. the concepts of demand, demand tchbdule, 'and demand curve.,

5. The concept of changes in:quantity supplied or demarided.,:,

6. The concept of changes in supply schedules or demand schedules

7. The concept of equilibrium price.

Practically all principles of economics can be viewed as elabor-
ations'on the. law of supply and, demand, including those that
relate to monopoly, regulation, price fixing, and planned economies.

Figure 3a. The instructional content for'a theoretical
epitome for.an introductory course in- economics.

1. Definition of economics

2. Definitions of
a. Definition
b. Definition
c. Definition
d. Definition
e. Definition
f. Definition

subdivisions of economics:
of macro economics
of micro economics
of comparative economics
of international economics
of labor economics
of managerial economics.

Practically all concepts in economics can be viewed as elabora-
tions on these concepts (i:e., as further subdivisions--either
parts or kinds--of these conceptS).

Figure 3b.' The instructional content for a conceptual
epitome i,fot an ntfoductory course in economics.
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.:4 There me ajor- stages in yie multidimensional ;

anal nterprettion- of creative literature:a- o
.a.. Identi,fyl_ng the elements,of the dramatic framework--

character and plot. \..

'

.

b. Combining the elements -into composites appropriate
for analWs of their literal meaning--analysis of
characterrin terms of plot. . -

1-

c, Figuratively interpreting the elements -- symbolism
thro:ugh character, mood;. tone.

- d. Making a judgment-'of worthpersonal relevance
universality'. t . r

(This procedure is simplified by introducing only twos elements
for .the analyses in a and b, threedn c, and two In d. It
it further simplified by intrOducIft.only those procedures
and concepts necessary for the analysis and.interpretation of
a short poem. Complexity is later added by increasing the
number.of elements used fif each stage of analysis or inter-
pretation and by introducing procedures and concepts needed
for analyzing -and interpreting more complicated types of
creative literature.) '

2. Concepts necessary for performing the procedure in 1.

'a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

character

plo't

symbolism

mood

tdne,

universality

Figure 4. The instructional content foot a procedural'. epitome

for an Introductory course in literature.

16 115



A Level-4. Elaboration.

A level-1 elaboration is a part -of the instruction that

mvidessomemore detailed or complexknowle40 pia topic

(or set of- topics) that was introdUced to tie student
4
in the

epitdMe. should not include, all of-phe more detailled pr
u?

f ,

coTplex knowledge op that coRic: Rather, a level-1 elaboration

should be an epitome of all of the more detailed oar complex

knowledge on that topic, just as zooming in one level provip.es

a slightly. more detailed.wide-ang vieyof onejart,of the
r

whole picture. There maybe as ma level-1 elaborations as I

there are topics in the epitome, t there does not have to

be 'a one-to-one correspondence. It ls 'possible thatleach of

the topicsin a level -1 elaboration may,elaborate to same

extent on all of the topics in the epitome orpelaps even

on a relationship, among those topics.

Wile depth to which a level-1 elaboration should elabOrate

°A a part of the epitame is somewhat/variable (i.e..the dis-
6

crete levels on the zoom lens are variable, not always constant

and equal in the amount of detail added). The most important

factor. for deciding on the depth of a giliven level-1 elaboration

is student 1Larning load. It is important that the student

learning load be' neither too large nor too small, for either

will impede the instruction's efficiency, effectiveness

(especially for retention), and appeal. The number of topics

that represent the optimal student learning load will vary with

19
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f.
such f

4

ators as student ability-, 'tile complexity of the Subject-

matter topics, and 'student prefarOridrity with.the,topics.'
.... 'J .

.1'

The breadth-wbf a .level-1, elaboration -i9111:usuall be fairly'

difficult to' adjust. Hence Optimizing.%the student~ learning

load in a given elaboration can 'often-be done only by varying
-, .. , ...

.
,

, \

the depth o.; that elaboration.
.

Figuri 5 Illustrates the nature of a level-1 elaboration

on the theOretical epitome in.Figure

trates the nature of a level 7-1 el boration on the'proCedural

epitome "in Figure 4. .

/ 4

3, and Figure 6 illus-
. %

Insert Figures 5 ,and'6 about here-

Other Uaborati?ns

A level-2 elaboration ,is identical to a level -1 elaboration

except. that it elaborates on a'tppic (or set of topics)

'introduced in .a level-1 elaboFatiOn.rather than in the epitome.

-

In a similar manner, a laval-3'elaboration providea more detail.

or complexity on a'topieior set of tppidaintroducedin a
C

.

7

leVel-'2 elaboration,and bo on for elaborations at.deaper levels.

of detail/complexity In all cases, 'can elaboration at one

level of detail/complexity should be an$epitome for all the

elaborations that elaborate on it.

qAccordin to this kind, of organization, elaborations

that are on the same level are very diferent from each other.

20
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) - --/
-,,

. . i ::

. - Principle o'f increasing marginal costs as -an (pxp.l'anation.for. ti
shape of the .supply c, vg.

, ....b,

2. Principles .of profit malainitaTtion for *.naividual firms,
- i

3. JrocedUredfmarginal.anaiybis to ar vve at pt-ollt m5ximizat4_on,

4.- ColIcept of fixed and variab/e.cost8.-

5. ..Concept of total,Average,:.and marginal costs.

'64 Concepts break-even point and shut -down point.

(

-
Figure 5. The instructional content for a level -1 elaboration

on the theoretical epitome in Figure 3a. It elaborates on the
supply aspect of the law of supply and demand by'presenting
more complex principles that ;elate to supply.
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How to identify other.elementsmf.the dramatic frame-
work =- setting, pevepective,'and language. Lk

How, to combine the eiements.into composites appropriate, "
for analysis of their Literal 'meaning(1) analysis;of
.characer, plot, andVsetting, (2) analysis of persoipctive,
character; and plot, and (3) analysis of language.'`

, P

3. Concepts of setting,,perspective, and language,

4. °Concepts of types and patterns-of imager (in langnag

5. . ProceZure for analyzing imagery.

Concept of prosody.

Procedure for analyzing prosody.

*

Figure 6. The instructional content fpr a level-1 elabora-
tion on the procedural epitome in Figure 4. It elaborates
on stages a and b (which must' be elaborated at the same, time
because of their interrelatedfiesS) by adding elements that
need to be identified (in stage a) and analyzed in combination
(in stage b) .
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with respe4 to the instructional content they contain (i e.

their topics are very different from each other); bt,tt)elabor-,

ations that are on different levels. te very similar to each
7

y

other' with respect to their instructional content (i.e., their

topics are very similar) because eachleVel has the same
: 2

content as the previous levels, only at a. lev. vof greater

detail/coMpl ity .

Expanded Epitome

'After each elaboration, the instruction presents 'a Sum-

.4V

marizer and n expanded epitome, equivalent the zoom-put-..

-for-cOntext-and-review activity in the zoom lens ana The

summarizer is comprisea of a concise generality for h`-topic

presented 'n the e1Aboration. expanded epitome (a).syn-
.

ehesizes' she topics presented within the elaboration (in'ternal
- -

synthesis and (b) shows the relationship of those topics (and

relationships) to the rest of the topics (and relationships)

that hav been taught (external synthesis).

Summar of the Elaboration Model
r.

In summary, the 'Elaboration Model is as follows (see Figure

7). F st,.the epitome is presented to the studknt. Then a

level- elaboration is presented to provide more detail pn an

,aspect of the orientation content in the epitome (that aspect

whidh is most important or contributes most to an understanding

of the whole orientation structure). Next a summarizer and an

ex an ed epitome are presented. Anothe level-1 elaboration

and s summarizer and expanded epitome are presented. This

23
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. .

.1

pattern of level-1 elaborationfollowed by. its summarizer and
. .

.. ,

expanded epitome continues until all aspects of the orientation
i

content that were presented in the epitome have beenl.efaborated

one level. Then a-level-2 elaboration is Tirtsented to provide:.
A

more detail.on an aspect of the orientation content that was
-"L

'presented in one of the level-1 elaboations. As always, this

elaboration is followed by a summarizer and an expanded epitome.
1

This pattern continues until of the - aspects of the orienta-

Lion content' presented in all of the level-.1 elaborations have

been. elaborated one level (unless the objectives of the course

or the nature of the subject matter exempt.a level-1 elabora-
,

tion from being.further elaborated). Additional levelsof Blab-

oration are provided in the same manner - -an elaborat'wfollowed

by a summarizer and an expdnded epitome--until.the level of

detail/complexity specified by the objectives is attained in

all aspects of the orientation structure (and supporting'

structures) of the course.

.1

v

Insert Figure about here

USING THE. ELABORATION MODEL

We have developed'a fairly detailed set of procedures for

designing instruction according to the Elaboration Model

(Reigeluth,,et al, 1978). A major part of those procedures is

analyzing the instructional content as to four different types

2, 4



r
EPITOME,

PRIMARY-LEVEL
ELABORATIONS

SECONDARY-LEVEL
ELABORATIONS

S

LOWER-LEVEL
. ELABORATIONS

41/' EPITOME

(2) A.PRIMARY-LEVEL
ELABORATION

(2) ANOTHER PRIMARY7
LEVEL ELABORATION

/O.

SUMMARIZER AND
(3) EXPANDED EPITOME ON

THAT. ELABORATION

SUMMARIZER AND
(3) EXPANDED EPITOME ON

THAT ELABORATION

ETC.

(4) A SECONDARY-LEVEL
ELABORATION

(5)
SUMMARIZER AND
EXPANDED EPITOME ON
THAT ELABORATION

(4) ANOTHER SECONDARY
LEVEL ELABORATION

(5)
SUMMARIZER AND
EXPANDED EPITOME ON
THAT ELABORATION..

ETC,

(6) SO ON FOR TERTIARY AND FOURTH-
LEVEL ELABORATIONS, IF NEEDED'

(7) TERMINAL SUMMARIZER
AND TERMINAL EPITOME

1`

Figure 7. A diagramatic representation of the.
Elaboration Model of Instruction.,,



of Subject-matter steFOtureS:
1
,conceptual; prdcedural, theoretical,

.::

and. arning. . <Learning.Structures show learning Prerequisite

relations within the subject matter..) It is beyoZ the scope
.- .

of this paper to=desbribe and illustrate each of..these-four

V types of structures. The interested reader is.teferted to

eigeluth, Merrill, &Dunderson, 1978.

There are six Major step:st de igning instruction accord -

ing to the Elaboration Model- (see Fig 8)- First, one must

select, an orientation--either concept. procedural, or,

theoretical--on the basi6 of the goals or purpose of the*in.:

truction. Second, one must develop an orientation structure

for that orientation:. It depicts the orientation content
-

(either concepts, procedures, or principle8') in the most

detailed/complex version that the student needs to learn:

This is a form of content analysis or t;ask description.

the orientation structure is analyzed in .a systematic manner

td determine which aspect(s) of the orientation content'will

be presented in the epitome and which aspects will-be presented

ran .each level of elaboration. In this way the "skeleton" of
.

the instruction is devgop,ed on the basis of epitomizing and
, .

. .

elaborating a single type of content:

Insert Figure 8 about here

The fourth Major step is to embellish the " skeleton" by



-Choose-the-type_

of orientation

structbre

Conceptual

Procedural

Theoretical

Make that -*
orientation._

structure

2a, Conceptual

Dpvelop all useful

parts and *kinds tax.

onornies, select the

most important

one(s), anombine

into apatrix (if

possible).

2b. Procedural

Identify all useful

Stsl,
Analyze the

orientation.

.

Decide on the aspects

'of the orientation

structure that should

comprise the epitome

and each level of

elaboration,

3a, Conceptual

Prune the orientation

structureto form the'

epitOme, , Add back

Step 4:

Identify and make

the supporting

structures

Identify all unattained,

contextual, procedure

al, and explanatory

goals, and . make thp

corresponding sup.

porting structures.

Then identify all

unattained learning

prerequisites, and

make their corres

ponding learning

steps and alternative levels to form each structures,

paths to be learned, 1, el of elaboration,

and combine them

into a procedural . 3b, Procedural

Structure. Lump stepiinti

branches together to

2C. Theoretical form the,epito me,

Identify all important Break apart each gen

to be ' eral step, to form each

leained;ani combine leVel of elaboration,

them into ailioretK

cal sttucture, 3cz--Theoretical

Prune, the o`rieotatior.

structure to form the

epitome, Use rank.

order of importance

andWr a parallel con

ceptual structure to

identify principles for

each level of'

Identify the

olaboratiOns

elaboration into its

individual elabora°

tions, according to the

part of the epitome,

or of, an elaboration,

that is being

elaborated,

Step 6:

Design the

epitome and all

elaborations

design the epitome,

o generillynthesizer,

.o constructs

o summarizer

o epitome

(synthesizer)

Design each elaborae

lion in the primary

level

o general synthesizer

o constructs

o summarizer

o expanded epitome

etc.

Design the terminal

epitome,

a orientation

structure

o Irnportant support.

ing structures

elaboration,

Figure 8 The sixstep design procedure for'struciurhig the instruction in any course entailing cognitive subject matter,
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adding the other two types of content .at the lowe6t appropriate '

levels of detail. This is usually done by "nesting" the

rem ining subject-matter structures within different parts of

the keleton. (This may include some isolated structures or

topids in the,orientation content that did not fit, in with thg

Orientation structure in fOming the skeleton.) Learning'

--prerequisites are one of the considerations that enter in

at this point.

Having allocated all of/the instructional content to the

different levels of elaboration, it is now important to es-

tablish the scope and depth of each individual elaboration

that will comprise each level. The scope is. usually pre-

determined by the orientation,tOpicJand its necessary, support7

ing topics, although two orientation topics can be lumped .

togetherinto a single elaboration,and it tould'be possible

(though not advisable) to add extra supporting topics. The

depth is then determined on the basi6 of achieving an optimal

student learning load, as described above.

81kthend-fina-l-lysome of the internal structure of

each elaboration within each level can be planned. The

sevence of topics within an elaboration is decided on the basis

on contribution to an understanding of the whole orientation

structure (b t within the constraints of learning prerequisites
0

and the loca ons of synthesizers and summarizers are also
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determined.,
y.

This concludes the "macro" design process, at which

point the "micro" design process begins--decisions as to

how to organize the instruction on a single topic.

THE NEED FOR RESEARCH

The model and procedures as described above have,'under-

gone very limited field-testing and virtually no research.

It may turn out that having.a complete expanded epitoMe.after

every' single elaboration is inefficient 'and 'Unnecessary (es-
.,

pecially after lower-levii-dIdl5orations).. -It-may_also turn
.

,

out that it is unnecessary for a student to study all level-1
,

elaborations before proceeding to a level-2 elaboration. This

would have important implications for learner-controlled

selection and sequencing of topics--a student could now truly

follow one's interests in approaching a subject matter. This

. would be particularly valuable in adult and continuing education

contexts.

It is also likely that a large, full-scale field test of

the design procedures will, reveal more effective and,efficient

ways to design Instruction according to the. model.

The Elaboration Model'aS developed to date is a, tentative.

move in a much-needed-direction: It does not yet have the

:maturity and validation of the currently used apPrOaches to

instructional design, but the need for alternatives- Should be

clear. And there is grekt potential for the Elaboration Model

to meet that need..
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summARY

It is_lecoming increasingly evident that there are many

deficiencie,in the hierarchiCal task analysis approach to

organizing instruction off=,the macro level. The resulting ,

instructional,designs are usually fragmented, demotivating,

inconsistent with learning theory, and at best a very in-

complete basis for organizing,instruction. The Elaboration

Theory of, Instruction was developed as an alternative that

overcomes these deficiencies. But it is emphasized that it

is but a partial theory of instruction--it_onl? deals with

macro strdgeElles for organizing'instruction (see Figure 1

above) .

The zoom-lens analogy was presented as an introduction

4.

O

to the nature of the Elaboration Theory of Instruction. A

person starts with a wide-angle view.and then proceeds to

zoom in one level for detail on apart of the picture and zoom

out for reView and context.-After the 'whole first level has.been

studied, ,the same zoom -in /zoom -out pattern is followed for,

the second level'ofidetail, and so n until the whole picture

has been studied .at4he desired level of det4il. Alternative

approaches to designing instruction were con3rasted in terms.

of this analogy, and their deficiencies.wert mentioned.

w h i7 ch (1)

`Next, the Elaborati

It starts by presenting

the "epitome",

on M6-66I-uf-Instruc-tion-mas described.

a. special kind of overview, called

epitoMizes the
!

instructional content

rather than suMmarizing it and,(2).hasa single "orientation"

(a single ' .

type.' of Content); The single orientation may be
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either, conceptual, procedural, or theoretical. And to epito-

mize the'content, the epitome contains one or two very general

simple topics from the orientation content; but the epitome

should not be purely abstract--the'eptome should be formed

in such a way that concrete instances and practice can be

presented on each topic. Some of the other two types of

content may "also be included in the-epitome if They are highly

relevant to the orientation content topic(s).

After presetting the epitome, the model cali-s for adding

detail or complexity in "layers" across the entire breadth

of the content, one -ayer-at-a--t-ime--until_the 'desire level

of detail/complexity is reached. First, level-1 elabor4tions

are presented, each of which provides more detail/complexity

/
on one aspect of the epitome. After all aspects of the .

epitome have been elaborated in this Manner, level-2 elabora-
.

tions are presented., Each of them elaborates on one aspect

of a level-1 elaboration. Additional levels of elaborations

are added as necessary to reach the level of detail/complexity

,*called for by the objectives. The amount of content ineach
ea.

elaboration must be, carefully planned so as td' represent an

optimal student learning rbad.' Also, each'elaboration, regard.,,-

4
less of level, is followed by a summarizer-and an expanded

epitome.

Next the proce ure for-UsIng-the-ela_boratio_n _model_ in the

de4ign of new instruction was Ammarized. The six major steps

are .s.hox,m in Figure' 8 above. C.



Finally, the need for continued research, field-testing,

and development of the Elaboration Model was emphasized.

The Elaboration Model as'deVeloped to date is a tentative

move in a much-needed direction. The need for alternativeS

to the hierarchical approach should be,clear, and there

great potential for the Elaboration Model to meet that

need.
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FOOTNOTE

1A subject matter structure is something which shows a

single kind of relationship that exists within a subject

matter. Figure 2a shows part of a sUbject-matter structure.

A

ti

C
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